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What new consumer needs, wants and expectations are created by the changes identified above? 
Where and how does this trend satisfy them?

- The machines have to be precise. In order to work together machines have to give you precise
   information about what they’re doing. The numbers have to be consistent with the actual amount
   of products they’re using.

- Clear information. The information the machines communicate with eachother has to be seeable
   for the user. There must be, at all times, a clear overview of what your device is doing or 
   communicating.

- Automatic, The machines have to be fully functional on their
   own. In an ideal world you don’t even have to clean or check the
   machines because they can do it all themselves.

Which (new) customer groups could you 
apply this trend to? What would you have 
to change?  

- The starbucks has to buy machines that are
   connected to the internet and eachother. The machines
   will calculate their usage and re-stock after those calculations.
   bills, taxes and normal costs will be calculated automatically with a simple algorithm.

- Customer groups that are in a hurry and just want a cup of coffee can use a coffee machine that
   is in store. You simply pay by credit card and a simple black coffee gets served. (with the usual
   Starbucks quality ofcourse.)

How are other businesses applying this trend?

- 99 Dollar social is a low cost social media manager which
   automates social media for your company, it makes sure all
   your posts are on point and uses the proper hashtags with
   your tweets.

- Eatsa, a Japanise Quinoa restaurant, has automated their
   order system beyond belief. The whole order goes by ipad.
   hidden behind a wall are the chefs that prepare your meal
   and put them in a FEBO-like wall where you can get your
   food from.

- In Phoenix, Arizona there is an entire McDonalds run by
   robots. The whole company works robotically and does
   only need a mechanic every once in a while to check up
   on them. Without sigarette breaks or food breaks the 
   company seems to run 50 times faster than every other
   fastfood restaurant.

Which deep consumer needs & desires does this trend address?

- Automation, your machines work together, and order stuff so 
   you don’t have to.

- Information, the data collected about income, usage and 
   efficiency can be useful

- Safety, due to clear information, the machines give you a sense
   of financial safety.

- Social Interaction, to use the internet of things means more 
   important information for social interaction.

- Connectivity, Without knowing it, you are more connected than
   ever with the world.

Why is this trend emerging now? What’s changing?

Shifts: Long-term, widespread macro changes

- Robotization

- The internet of things

- Digitalization

- Outsourcing

Triggers: Recent, short-term changes or technologies

- Recession is over, so people are willing to pay more
   for their machines

- Technology gives us the oppurtunity to make
   our devices do it all by themselves. 
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Expectations
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How and where could you apply this trend to your business?

- Connect Order systems with coffee machines to make simple orders, like black coffee
   , automated and more efficient.

- Make machines that communicate with eachother to document water usage, coffee bean
   usage and other products’ usages.

- Make fast, self service desks in Starbucks locations on train stations to make orders faster,
  and more efficient.

- Make machines calculate their own usage and order refills after those calculations.
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